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MediaEval 2016 Survey
MediaEval 2016 Information/early registration: http://www.multimediaeval.org/mediaeval2016
MediaEval is a multimedia benchmark that focuses on the human and social aspects of multimedia
access and retrieval. It emphasizes the "multi" in multimedia: speech, audio, music, visual content,
tags, users, context.
MediaEval attracts participants who are interested in multimodal approaches to multimedia involving,
e.g., speech recognition, visual analysis, audio analysis, user-contributed information (tags, tweets),
viewer affective response, social networks, user privacy, geo-coordinates and crowdsourcing.
Our goal is to promote the development and evaluation of innovative algorithms that tackle new
challenges in multimedia. Participation in MediaEval is open to any group who chooses to sign up.
This survey collects information from the research community concerning interest in the tasks that
have been proposed in response to the MediaEval 2016 Call for Proposals. Sufficiently popular tasks
will be confirmed to run in MediaEval 2016. Also, your comments and suggestions are very valuable
to us since they will help to guide the process of task design.
The survey should take you between 5 minutes and 30 minutes depending on the detail with which
you choose to respond.
The survey consists of general questions on 10 tasks. After answering the general questions for a
task, you may then choose to go to a deeper level and answer more detailed questions on that task.
You may have come to this survey because you have heard about one particular task that you are
interested in and wish to give feedback on the more detailed questions. We very much appreciate
that you take the time to answer the general questions on all 10 tasks. Tasks in MediaEval benefit
from feedback from the wider community and not just from their active participant circles.
Thank you for your interest and input.

1. Have you or your group participated in one of our benchmarking evaluations in the past?
Check all that apply.
VideCLEF 2008
VideoClef 2009
MediaEval 2010
MediaEval 2011
MediaEval 2012
MediaEval 2013
MediaEval 2014
MediaEval 2015
Yes, but I don't know exactly which.
No, 2016 would be the first year.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HwRXJz_45tUhSTdTrQIsN0AIy-xsH-gvGZCKDxB0sAw/printform
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What to expect on this Survey
So that you know what to expect next: The survey will ask for your input on the following 10 task
proposals, in this order.
Emotional Impact of Movies
Multimodal Geolocation Prediction
Querying musical scores with English noun phrases (C@MERATA)
Predicting Media Interestingness
Zero-Cost Speech Recognition
Verifying Multimedia Use
Multimodal Person Discovery in Broadcast TV
Retrieving Diverse Social Images
Context of Multimedia Experience
Anchoring Task
The survey ends with questions on MediaEval Task Forces, who are working on developing new tasks
for future years, and some general questions on the benchmark.
Note that in addition to collecting your feedback on tasks with this survey, we are also recruiting core
participants. Core participants are teams who register early because they already know for certain that
they will participate in a task. There is otherwise no difference between core participants and general
participants. We have noticed, however, that core participants are able to provide detailed feedback to
the organizers over the course of the benchmarking season, which serves to strengthen tasks. The
number of core participants is an important factor in ensuring that a task is popular enough to run. The
individual task questions will provide you with opportunities to indicate whether you would like to be a
core participant.

Emotional Impact of Movies Task
Affective video content analysis aims at the automatic recognition of emotions elicited by videos. It has
a large number of applications, including emotion-based personalized content delivery, video indexing,
and summarization. While major progress has been achieved in computer vision for visual object
detection, scene understanding and high-level concept recognition, a natural further step is the
modeling and recognition of affective concepts. This has recently received increasing interest from
research communities, e.g., computer vision, machine learning, with an overall goal of endowing
computers with human-like perception capabilities. Thus, this task is proposed to offer researchers a
place to compare their approaches for the prediction of the emotional impact of movies.
Two scenarios are proposed as subtasks:
1. Global emotion prediction: given a short video clip (around 10 seconds), participants’ systems are
expected to predict a score of induced valence (negative-positive) and induced arousal (calm-excited)
for the whole clip;
2. Continuous emotion prediction: as an emotion felt during a scene may be influenced by the
emotions felt during the previous ones, the purpose here is to consider longer videos, and to predict
the valence and arousal continuously along the video. Thus, a score of induced valence and arousal
should be provided for each 1s-segment of the video.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HwRXJz_45tUhSTdTrQIsN0AIy-xsH-gvGZCKDxB0sAw/printform
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2. What is your opinion about the Emotional Impact of Movies Task?
Mark only one oval.
Very interested. I'd like to participate.
Sounds quite interesting. Don't know for sure if I'd participate.
If I had more information, I might consider it.
This task is not for me.
3. If you chose "Very interested. I'd like to
participate" above...
…and you would like to be a core participant for
this task, please add your email address here so
that the task organizers can contact you. More
information about core participants is available
at:
http://www.multimediaeval.org/files/mediaeval20
16_survey_online.html Alternatively, you can
sign up directly
http://www.aanmelder.nl/mediaeval2016

4. If you know of an existing benchmark, data set or project related to this task, please
indicate it below:

5. Would you like to answer more detailed survey questions on this task?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No

Skip to question 16.

Emotional Impact of Movies Task (Detailed questions)
In this task, participating teams are expected to elaborate systems designed to predict the emotional
impact of movies by providing induced valence and arousal scores in two subtasks: (1) global
prediction for short video excerpts, and (2) continuous prediction for longer movies. The training data
consists of Creative Commons-licensed movies (professional and amateur) together with human
annotations valence-arousal ratings. The results will be evaluated using standard evaluation metrics.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HwRXJz_45tUhSTdTrQIsN0AIy-xsH-gvGZCKDxB0sAw/printform
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6. If you have comments, please add them here. Why (or why not) would you be interested in
this task? Do you have suggestions for this task?

7. If you participate in the task, would you participate in both subtasks?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No, Global Emotion Prediction only.
No, Continuous Emotion Prediction only.
8. The first subtask requires participants to process and analyze around 10,000 movie clips
(around 10 seconds each). What do you think about the size of the dataset?
Mark only one oval.
Too large, we do not have the resources to handle it
A bit too large, but if pre-calculated features are provided we can handle it
The database size is appropriate
Too small, we would prefer a larger dataset
9. The second subtask requires participants to process and analyze around 30 movies from
(117s to 4,566s with a total duration of around 440 minutes). What do you think about the
size of the dataset?
Mark only one oval.
Too large, we do not have the resources to handle it
A bit too large, but if pre-calculated features are provided we can handle it
The database size is appropriate
Too small, we would prefer a larger dataset
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10. What do you think is the best way to approach the emotional impact prediction?
Mark only one oval.
As a classification task (e.g., negative vs. positive, or negative vs. neutral vs. positive), i.e.,
the approached used in MediaEval 2015
As a regression task, i.e. predict directly the valence or arousal score (as proposed for this
year's MediaEval)
As a ranking task, i.e. order the clips according to valence or arousal, without predicting an
explicit score
11. The task proposes a run that will allow the participants to use any other external resources
(e.g. Internet). What would be your suggestion for these sources? (please specify)

12. Would you be willing to assist with the movie annotation process (affect rating)?
Mark only one oval.
Yes.
Yes, if it is compulsory for all participants
Yes, but only on certain conditions
No
13. I you indicated "No" in the previous question, or that you would assist only under certain
conditions, please explain below:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HwRXJz_45tUhSTdTrQIsN0AIy-xsH-gvGZCKDxB0sAw/printform
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14. What are your area(s) of expertise?

15. If any additional comments, questions or suggestions about this task occurred to you
while you were answering the detailed questions, it would be helpful if you could enter
them here.

Multimodal Geolocation Prediction Task ("Placing Task")
The Placing Task requires participants to estimate the locations where multimedia items (photos or
videos) were captured solely by inspecting the content and metadata of these items, and optionally
exploiting additional knowledge sources such as gazetteers.
The Placing task requires participants to estimate the locations where multimedia items (photos or
videos) were captured solely by inspecting the content and metadata of these items, and optionally
exploiting additional knowledge sources such as gazetteers. We maintain the focus on human
geography in this year’s task, where we consider not only geographic coordinates, but also geographic
places like neighborhoods and cities. The Placing Task integrates all aspects of multimedia: text,
audio, photo, video, location, time, users and context.
The following subtasks are proposed:
1.) Estimation-based placing task
Participants are given a hierarchy of places across the world, ranging from neighborhoods to
continents, and are asked to pick a node from the hierarchy in which they most confidently believe the
photo or video was taken. While the ground truth locations of the photos and videos will be associated
with the most accurate nodes (i.e., leaves) in the hierarchy, the participants can express a reduced
confidence in their location estimates by selecting nodes at higher levels in the hierarchy. If their
confidence is sufficiently high, participants may naturally directly estimate the geographic coordinate of
the photo/video instead of choosing a node from the hierarchy.
2.) Verification-based placing task.
Participants are given a set of photos and videos and each of them has a corresponding node in the
hierarchy where it was supposedly captured. The participants are asked to determine whether or not a
photo or video was really taken in the place the node corresponds with and, if so, at which exact
geographic coordinate.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HwRXJz_45tUhSTdTrQIsN0AIy-xsH-gvGZCKDxB0sAw/printform
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16. What is your opinion about the Multimodal Geolocation Prediction Task?
Mark only one oval.
Very interested. I'd like to participate.
Sounds quite interesting. Don't know for sure if I'd participate.
If I had more information, I might consider it.
This task is not for me.
17. If you chose "Very interested. I'd like to
participate" above...
…and you would like to be a core participant for
this task, please add your email address here so
that the task organizers can contact you. More
information about core participants is available
at:
http://www.multimediaeval.org/files/mediaeval20
16_survey_online.html Alternatively, you can
sign up directly
http://www.aanmelder.nl/mediaeval2016

18. Would you like to answer more detailed survey questions on this task?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No

Skip to question 22.

Multimodal Geolocation Prediction Task (Detailed questions)
The placing task requires participants to estimate the locations where multimedia items (photos or
videos) were captured solely by inspecting the content and metadata of these items, and optionally
exploiting additional knowledge sources such as gazetteers.
Our current proposal is based on feedback we received at MediaEval last year. We would like your
thoughts on our proposal, so we can make any additional modifications if possible.
19. Where do you process the data?
This will help us understand if we should make the data available to you in another way.
Check all that apply.
Local workstation/laptop/server
Local distributed cluster
Amazon AWS
Microsoft Azure
Other:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HwRXJz_45tUhSTdTrQIsN0AIy-xsH-gvGZCKDxB0sAw/printform
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20. Would you be willing to let your solution become one of next year's baselines?
We as organizers can only go so far in implementing baselines for participants to compare
against. We believe that if we the methods proposed in previous years can be used as baselines
instead, then they will act as even more stimulus to advance the state of the art.
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
21. If any additional comments, questions or suggestions about this task occurred to you
while you were answering the detailed questions, it would be helpful if you could enter
them here.

Querying Musical Scores with English Noun Phrases Task
(C@MERATA)
Music is a means of human communication with its own writing system and internal structure. Just as
for text, people sometimes want to retrieve musical examples related to a given query, to compare
across musical genres, to find closely similar but not exactly the same fragments, and so on.
A text-based Question Answering (QA) system takes as input a short natural language query together
with a document collection, and produces in response an exact answer. There has been considerable
progress in the development of such systems over the last ten years. At the same time, Music
Information Retrieval (MIR) has been an active field for more than a decade, with its own annual
international conferences such as ISMIR.
In this task, the query is a natural language phrase referring to a musical feature (e.g., ‘consecutive
fifths’) together with a classical music score and the required output is a list of passages in the score
which contain that feature. Scores are in the MusicXML format which can capture most aspects of
Western music notation. Evaluation is via versions of Precision and Recall relative to a Gold Standard
produced by the organisers.
This year's task will focus on queries derived from real-world sources.
o Music theory exam papers,
o Musicological TextBooks and Webpages,
o Grove’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians (GroveOnline),
o Musicologists themselves.
More information on C@MERATA can be found at http://csee.essex.ac.uk/camerata

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HwRXJz_45tUhSTdTrQIsN0AIy-xsH-gvGZCKDxB0sAw/printform
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22. What is your opinion on the Querying Musical Scores with English Noun Phrases Task?
Mark only one oval.
Very interested. I'd like to participate.
Sounds quite interesting. Don't know for sure if I'd participate.
If I had more information, I might consider it.
This task is not for me.
23. If you chose "Very interested. I'd like to
participate" above…
…and you would like to be a core participant for
this task, please add your email address here so
that the task organizers can contact you. More
information about core participants is available
at:
http://www.multimediaeval.org/files/mediaeval20
16_survey_online.html Alternatively, you can
sign up directly
http://www.aanmelder.nl/mediaeval2016

24. Would you like to answer more detailed survey questions on this task?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No

Skip to question 29.

C@MERATA (Detailed questions)
In this task, the query is a natural language phrase referring to a musical feature (e.g. ‘consecutive
fifths’) together with a classical music score and the required output is a list of passages in the score
which contain that feature. Scores are in the MusicXML format which can capture most aspects of
Western music notation. Evaluation is via versions of Precision and Recall relative to a Gold Standard
produced by the organisers.
25. Can you propose question types you would be interested in and give examples of each?
Please take into consideration the questions used in C@merata 2014 and C@merata 2015.
A question needs to be a noun phrase (possibly a complicated one) and the answer to a
question needs to be one or more passages in a score. Have you documents such as
books etc which contains these types of question?

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HwRXJz_45tUhSTdTrQIsN0AIy-xsH-gvGZCKDxB0sAw/printform
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26. Are there any particular scores (available in MusicXML format and in the public domain)
which you would like to be used in the task?

27. Are there genres of score which would be of particular interest (e.g. plainchant, song,
keyboard sonata, lute fantasia/ricercar, string quartet, symphony, opera)? You can suggest
several. You can also be more specific, e.g. Classical symphony, Baroque opera.

28. If any additional comments, questions or suggestions about this task occurred to you
while you were answering the detailed questions, it would be helpful if you could enter
them here.

Predicting Media Interestingness Task
This task requires participants to automatically select images and/or video segments which are
considered to be the most interesting for a common viewer. Interestingness of the media is to be
judged based on visual appearance, audio information and text accompanying the data. To solve the
task, participants are strongly encouraged to deploy multimodal approaches.
Interestingness should be assessed according to the following use case scenario.
The use case scenario of the task derives from a use case at Technicolor which involves helping
professionals to illustrate a Video on Demand (VOD) web site by selecting some interesting frames
and/or video excerpts for the movies. The frames and excerpts should be suitable in terms of helping a
user to make his/her decision about whether he/she is interested in watching a movie.
For this first year, two different subtasks will be offered to participants, which correspond to two types
of available media content, namely images and videos. Participants are encouraged to submit to both
subtasks.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HwRXJz_45tUhSTdTrQIsN0AIy-xsH-gvGZCKDxB0sAw/printform
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1.) Predicting Image Interestingness
Given a set of key-frames extracted from a certain movie, the task involves automatically identifying
those images for the given movie that viewers report to be interesting. To solve the task, participants
can make use of visual content as well as accompanying metadata, e.g., Internet data about the
movie, social media information, etc.
2.) Predicting Video Interestingness
Given a video sequence from a given movie, the task involves automatically identifying the shots that
viewers report to be interesting in the given video sequence. To solve the task, participants can make
use of visual and audio data as well as accompanying metadata, e.g., subtitles, Internet data about the
movie, etc.
The data will be extracted from ca 100 movie trailers of Hollywood-like movies. Those trailers are
shared under Creative Commons licenses that allow their redistribution.
For the video interestingness subtask, the data will consist of the movie shots (obtained after a manual
segmentation of the trailer). Prediction for each shot will be carried out on a per trailer basis.
For the image interestingness subtask, the data will consist of collections of key-frames extracted from
the video shots used for the previous subtask (one key-frame per shot). This will allow comparing
results from both subtasks. Again, prediction for each key-frame will be carried out on a per trailer
basis.

29. What is your opinion on Predicting Media Interestingness Task?
Mark only one oval.
Very interested. I'd like to participate.
Sounds quite interesting. Don't know for sure if I'd participate.
If I had more information, I might consider it.
This task is not for me.
30. If you chose "Very interested. I'd like to
participate" above…
…and you would like to be a core participant for
this task, please add your email address here so
that the task organizers can contact you. More
information about core participants is available
at:
http://www.multimediaeval.org/files/mediaeval20
16_survey_online.html Alternatively, you can
sign up directly
http://www.aanmelder.nl/mediaeval2016
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31. Would you like to answer more detailed survey questions on this task?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No

Skip to question 58.

Interestingness Task (Detailed questions)
This task requires participants to automatically select frames or portions of movies which are the most
interesting for a common viewer. To solve the task, participants can make use of the provided visual,
audio and text content. System performance is to be evaluated using standard Mean Average
Precision, computed over all movies (whereas average precision is to be computed on a per trailer
basis, over the top N best ranked images/video shots).

Data
Trailers will be the main source of data, mainly to allow redistribution to the participants. However,
trailers are significantly shorter than the source movies and may already contain some of the
interesting information of the movie.
32. Do you think this could affect the validity of the task? (please comment the response)
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
33.

34. If movie trailers would be replaced by entire movies, would you be willing to buy the DVDs
to participate to the task?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
Maybe, it depends on the total price

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HwRXJz_45tUhSTdTrQIsN0AIy-xsH-gvGZCKDxB0sAw/printform
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35. The proposed dataset consists of ca. 100 trailers (i.e., ca. 13,000 video shots and 13,000
images). How do you find the size of the dataset:
Mark only one oval.
Too small
Appropriate
Too complex
Do you have ideas of additional data that can be used (please provide details in the
question box below)?
36.

Interestingness Task (Detailed questions)
This task requires participants to automatically select frames or portions of movies which are the most
interesting for a common viewer. To solve the task, participants can make use of the provided visual,
audio and text content. System performance is to be evaluated using standard Mean Average
Precision, computed over all movies (whereas average precision is to be computed on a per trailer
basis, over the top N best ranked images/video shots).

Multimodality
We plan to restrict the required runs to the use of only audio and visual modalities in this first year of
the task.
37. Do you think we should allow additional modalities for the required runs?
Mark only one oval.
No
Yes, movie text
Yes, movie text and external data (e.g., Internet)
Other:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HwRXJz_45tUhSTdTrQIsN0AIy-xsH-gvGZCKDxB0sAw/printform
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38. If you were to participate to the task, which modalities would you most likely use to
address the task?
Mark only one oval.
Audio
Video
Text (e.g., subtitles)
Other:
39. Given the complexity of the task, do you think pre-computed features should be available
to participants thus to encourage participation of various communities as well as to focus
on the actual methods?
Mark only one oval.
No
Yes, general purpose descriptors
Yes, deep learning features which are state of the art
Other:
40. My group could provide such pre-computed features
Mark only one oval.
No
Yes (please detail)
41.

Interestingness Task (Detailed questions)
This task requires participants to automatically select frames or portions of movies which are the most
interesting for a common viewer. To solve the task, participants can make use of the provided visual,
audio and text content. System performance is to be evaluated using standard Mean Average
Precision, computed over all movies (whereas average precision is to be computed on a per trailer
basis, over the top N best ranked images/video shots).

Ground Truth
We are likely to provide a continuous interestingness scale for the annotation for this first year of the
task, i.e., interestingness is expressed with a score rather than net (yes/no).
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HwRXJz_45tUhSTdTrQIsN0AIy-xsH-gvGZCKDxB0sAw/printform
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42. What do you think about this?
Mark only one oval.
Yes, this reflects the reality
No, a binary classification would have been better
43. Apart from interestingness, will you be interested in having other additional annotations of
the data, such as emotion, aesthetics, unusualness, etc.?
Mark only one oval.
No
Yes (please comment)
44.

45. Annotations require huge logistics and human efforts. Would you (or your group) be
available to help with this?
Mark only one oval.
No
Yes, for interestingness only
Yes, for additional annotations (please detail)
46.

Interestingness Task (Detailed questions)
This task requires participants to automatically select frames or portions of movies which are the most
interesting for a common viewer. To solve the task, participants can make use of the provided visual,
audio and text content. System performance is to be evaluated using standard Mean Average
Precision, computed over all movies (whereas average precision is to be computed on a per trailer
basis, over the top N best ranked images/video shots).

Evaluation
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HwRXJz_45tUhSTdTrQIsN0AIy-xsH-gvGZCKDxB0sAw/printform
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The evaluation metric will be the mean average precision (MAP) computed over all trailers (whereas
average precision is to be computed on a per trailer basis, over the top N best ranked images/video
shots).
47. Do you think this is an appropriate choice for this particular task?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No (please comment)
48.

49. Which additional metric to MAP would have been suitable in your opinion for this task?
(please detail)

Interestingness Task (Detailed questions)
This task requires participants to automatically select frames or portions of movies which are the most
interesting for a common viewer. To solve the task, participants can make use of the provided visual,
audio and text content. System performance is to be evaluated using standard Mean Average
Precision, computed over all movies (whereas average precision is to be computed on a per trailer
basis, over the top N best ranked images/video shots).

Subtasks
The task will contain two subtasks: one on Predicting Image Interestingness and the second on
Predicting Video Interestingness.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HwRXJz_45tUhSTdTrQIsN0AIy-xsH-gvGZCKDxB0sAw/printform
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50. In which of these two subtasks are you mostly interested in?
Mark only one oval.
Image Interestingness
Video Interestingness
I am interested in doing both equally
51. We derived the image dataset from the video dataset to allow comparison of the two
subtask results. What do you think about this?
Mark only one oval.
Yes, absolutely as the two subtasks are closely connected
No, image and video interestingness are two different problems

Definition of interestingness
For this year, we propose to adhere to the following definition of interestingness which suits the
underlying Video on Demand use case of the task: "an image or video shot is considered to be
interesting if it engages the viewer's interest in watching the source movie and could be used for
illustrating the corresponding movie's page on a typical Video on Demand web platform".
52. Please indicate how much you agree with this definition [0 -10]
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

53. How would you complete/change the above definition to better suit your opinion of an
interesting image/video shot in the context of the task (please specify):

54. The proposed scenario can be derived in a non-professional context for the enrichment of
some personal web sites (Facebook, etc.) by a user with an extract of a video he/she wants
to share. What kind of use cases are you mostly interested in?
Mark only one oval.
Professional use case
Home users
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HwRXJz_45tUhSTdTrQIsN0AIy-xsH-gvGZCKDxB0sAw/printform
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55. We would like to know more about you. To which research community do you belong?

56. If any additional comments, questions or suggestions about this task occurred to you
while you were answering the detailed questions, it would be helpful if you could enter
them here:

57. Who else should we contact to inform them of the opportunity to comment on this
proposed MediaEval task (either because of their expertise or their potential interest or
both)?:

Zero Cost Speech Recognition Task
The task motto: Train the best <LangID> possible speech recognition system using only free
resources.
(Substitute <LangID> by a selected language)
Problem:
There are more than 300 spoken languages in this world alone. As a research lab or a "speech
company“, when you want to address a new language, you need to buy a speech database (audio +
carefully hand made transcripts) to train an ASR for the new language (note: we understand any
speech tokenizer under abbreviation ASR – phoneme recognizer, word recognizer, automatic unit
discovery). The cost of such database is from 5k to 20k EURs (provided by LDC / ELRA / Appen etc.).
If you have enough budget, you can collect your own data – to cover some specific topics, acoustic
environments etc.
This brings a gap between “top” labs and companies having enough budget to afford buying the data
with “the other” small players, endowed to freely available data, tools or even systems.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HwRXJz_45tUhSTdTrQIsN0AIy-xsH-gvGZCKDxB0sAw/printform
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Solution:
Our goal with the Zero-cost eval is to bridge this gap. The goal of this task is to challenge teams to
come up and experiment with bootstrapping techniques, which allows them to train an initial ASR
system for free. It means, techniques which allow you to train an ASR on public resources, without the
need of buying (expensive, ideally any) datasets.
Going deeper:
To make this happen and to make the evaluation feasible, we need to correctly modulate the
wilderness of the task to overcome so that participants feel enticed to spend time in developing novel
algorithms instead of using old systems and focusing on gathering data resources. We also do not
want to set the "scientific" threshold too high to help newcomers and small teams not experienced with
core speech recognition to participate and be able to score well in the evaluation.
The language:
We picked Vietnamese language for the 2016 evaluation. One of the reasons is that Vietnamese was
one of the languages of OpenKWS/BABEL in 2013. Many labs have some experience with this
language and there are many papers reporting results in ASR. BUT as task coorganizer can provide
upper-bound results using their BABEL system and “calibrate” results of Zero-Cost participants to the
“outside world”. This should help increase visibility and paper acceptance on top conferences. Other
reasons for choosing Vietnamese are that it is a low-resourced language with limited resources on-line
(more difficult for participants to "cheat" with data other than what is provided), it is a tonal language
(with its inherent difficulties) but it is a syllabic language (simpler to treat for zero-resources algorithms
where clear phoneme sequences can be seen repetitively in the data).
58. What is your opinion on Zero Cost Speech Recognition Task?
Mark only one oval.
Very interested. I'd like to participate.
Sounds quite interesting. Don't know for sure if I'd participate.
If I had more information, I might consider it.
This task is not for me.
59. If you chose "Very interested. I'd like to
participate" above…
…and you would like to be a core participant for
this task, please add your email address here so
that the task organizers can contact you. More
information about core participants is available
at:
http://www.multimediaeval.org/files/mediaeval20
16_survey_online.html Alternatively, you can
sign up directly
http://www.aanmelder.nl/mediaeval2016

60. Would you like to answer more detailed survey questions on this task?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No

Skip to question 68.
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Zero Cost (Detailed questions)
A Zero-cost (ex QUESST) task aims at bridging the gap between “top” labs and companies having
enough budget to afford buying any data for speech recognition training with “other” small players,
endowed to freely available data, tools or even systems.
The goal of this task is to challenge teams to come up and experiment with bootstrapping techniques,
which allow them to train initial ASR system or speech tokenizers for “free”. It means, techniques
which allow you to train a speech recognition system on public resource data without the need of
buying (expensive, ideally any) datasets. We work with a single target language. For this year we have
chosen Vietnamese.
In order to make the task most accessible to participants we are considering several subtasks. They
are different in how the ASR/tokenizer you will build is evaluated.
61. What sub-task(s) are you interested in?
Mark only one oval.
Query-by-example – evaluation of your system on Cnxe metric.
Speech tokenizer – evaluation of your system on quality of subword units (phonemes,
graphemes, etc) matching.
ASR – evaluation of your system on quality of words matching – word-error-rate.
62. Are you interested in any other “level” of system? Please let us know:

63. Do you have any Vietnamese data and are you able or willing to make it public and share
with others? If your answer is Yes... you will be contacted by organizers soon. Please fill
your email address below.
Mark only one oval.
Yes, I have such data and I will make them public for training.
Yes, I have such data but it cannot be published (in this case you are not allowed to train
on it either).
No, but I'll try to find some.
No, I'll use only what is provided to me
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64. Here you can specify the data you have and your email address.

65. Is an availability of a baseline system (a Kaldi recipe) important for you?
Mark only one oval.
Yes, I cannot participate without it.
Yes, it can be helpful.
No, I'll not use this.
66. What kind of reference baseline system (or component) is the most helpful?

67. If any additional comments, questions or suggestions about this task occurred to you
while you were answering the detailed questions, it would be helpful if you could enter
them here.

Verifying Multimedia Use Task
Detecting posts with multimedia content that present misleading information about newsworthy events.
The task addresses the problem of the appearance and propagation of posts that share misleading
multimedia content.
Different types of misleading use are considered:
i. Reposting of real multimedia, such as real photos from the past re-posted as being
associated to a current event,
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HwRXJz_45tUhSTdTrQIsN0AIy-xsH-gvGZCKDxB0sAw/printform
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ii. Digitally manipulated multimedia,
iii. Synthetic multimedia, such as artworks or snapshots presented as real imagery.

This task aims to build and establish automatic ways to classify viral social media content propagating
false images or presenting real images in a false context. After a high impact event has taken place, a
lot of controversial information goes viral on social media and investigation needs to be carried out to
debunk it and decide whether the shared multimedia represents real information. As there is lack of
publicly accessible tools for assessing the veracity of user-generated content, the task intends to aid
news professionals, such as journalists, to verify their sources and fulfil the goals of journalism that
imposes a strict code of faithfulness to reality and objectivity.
Considering the above, we define the task as following: Given a social media post’s text accompanied
with multimedia content, the task requires participants to return a binary decision (fake or real) on
whether the information presented by this social media post sufficiently reflects the reality.
Participants are encouraged to use any features for developing their system, either from the released
ones or others developed by them. We encourage equally participants from the image processing
community and text analysis communities. To allow a fair comparison there will be participant
categories for image-only approaches (with a subset of high- resolution images), text only approaches
and hybrid approaches.
The task will also ask participants to provide an explanation of their choice (plain text or a description
of the way the decision has been taken), which will be used just for gaining useful insights and it will
not be part of the evaluation.
68. What is your opinion on Verifying Multimedia Use Task?
Mark only one oval.
Very interested. I'd like to participate.
Sounds quite interesting. Don't know for sure if I'd participate.
If I had more information, I might consider it.
This task is not for me.
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69. If you chose "Very interested. I'd like to
participate" above…
…and you would like to be a core participant for
this task, please add your email address here so
that the task organizers can contact you. More
information about core participants is available
at:
http://www.multimediaeval.org/files/mediaeval20
16_survey_online.html Alternatively, you can
sign up directly
http://www.aanmelder.nl/mediaeval2016

70. Would you like to answer more detailed survey questions on this task?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No

Skip to question 76.

Verifying Multimedia Use Task (Detailed questions)
Participants need to design a system that given as input a post accompanied by multimedia content, it
will decide whether the content of the tweet reflects the reality about the event it presents or not. The
system can make use of any available tweet characteristics and/or features derived from the
multimedia content. The data used are posts shared during high impact events on social media. F1
score is the metric that it will be used for evaluation.
71. The Verifying Multimedia Use task in 2015 used data exclusively from Twitter. In 2016, we
plan to include data from other social media (e.g., Facebook) or articles and blogs. Would
this option be interesting for you?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
72. The participants are asked to classify the posts given as fake/real. We are considering
whether it is useful to include an “unknown” label as well. Do you think that the binary
decision is sufficient or more labels should be included, based on the type of misleading
use (reposting of real, digital manipulation, etc)?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
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73. What are the most crucial features that you would use to design your methodology?
Check all that apply.
Post’s text features
Metadata information (geolocation, time or exif)
Visual information from the post’s multimedia
Information from the event that the post is related to
Information from the source that the post is shared from
74. We plan to use again the F-Score as an evaluation metric. Do you think that this metric is
appropriate/sufficient for this task? Do you propose any additional metrics that could be
used and why?

75. If any additional comments, questions or suggestions about this task occurred to you
while you were answering the detailed questions, it would be helpful if you could enter
them here.

Multimodal Person Discovery in Broadcast TV Task
TV archives maintained by national institutions such as the French INA, the Netherlands Institute for
Sound & Vision, or the BBC are rapidly growing in size. The need for applications that make these
archives searchable has led researchers to devote concerted effort to developing technologies that
create indexes.
Indexes that represent identity of people in the archive are indispensable for searching archives.
Human nature leads people to be very interested in other people. However, at the moment that
content is created or broadcast, it is not always possible to predict which people will be the most
important to find in the future. Someone who appeared in a broadcast, but was relatively unnoticed,
might suddenly start generating a buzz and become a trending topic on social networks or search
engines. For this reason, it is not possible to assume that a biometric models capable of detecting an
individual, will be present at indexing time. For some people such a model may not be available in
advance, simply because they are not (yet) famous. In such cases, it is also possible that archivists
annotating content by hand do not even know the name of the person. The goal of this task is to
address the challenge of indexing people in the archive, under real-world conditions (i.e., there is no
pre-set list of people to index).
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HwRXJz_45tUhSTdTrQIsN0AIy-xsH-gvGZCKDxB0sAw/printform
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Participants are provided with a collection of TV broadcasts pre-segmented into shots, along with the
output of several baseline components such as speaker diarization, face detection and tracking,
speech transcription, video OCR and named entity detection.
Participants are asked to provide, for each shot, the list of names of persons speaking AND appearing
at the same time. The main challenge of this task is that the list of persons is not provided a priori, and
person models (neither voice nor face) may not be trained on external data. The only way to identify a
person is by finding their name in the audio (e.g., using speech transcription) or visual (e.g., using
optical character recognition) streams and associating them to the correct person, making the task
completely unsupervised. For each returned shot, participants are also asked to provide the evidence
justifying their assertion (e.g. a short excerpt of the test set showing the person AND its name at the
same time).
In this second edition of Person Discovery, secondary runs may additionally make use of attached
textual metadata available alongside the corpus (e.g., subtitles, electronic program guide, textual
description, etc...). Primary runs, however, cannot make use of this extra source of information.
76. What is your opinion on Multimodal Person Discovery in Broadcast TV Task?
Mark only one oval.
Very interested. I'd like to participate.
Sounds quite interesting. Don't know for sure if I'd participate.
If I had more information, I might consider it.
This task is not for me.
77. If you chose "Very interested. I'd like to
participate" above…
…and you would like to be a core participant for
this task, please add your email address here so
that the task organizers can contact you. More
information about core participants is available
at:
http://www.multimediaeval.org/files/mediaeval20
16_survey_online.html Alternatively, you can
sign up directly
http://www.aanmelder.nl/mediaeval2016

78. Would you like to answer more detailed survey questions on this task?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No

Skip to question 83.

Multimodal Person Discovery (Detailed questions)
Given raw TV broadcasts, each shot must be automatically tagged with the name(s) of people who
can be both seen as well as heard in the shot. The list of people is not known a priori and their names
must be discovered in an unsupervised way from provided text overlay or speech transcripts. The task
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will be evaluated on a multilingual broadcast TV corpus, using standard information retrieval metrics
based on a posteriori collaborative annotation of the corpus by the participants themselves.
79. How long should the test set be?
Mark only one oval.
10 hours
100 hours
1000 hours
80. How much time can you (or your team) devote to the a posteriori collaborative annotation?
Mark only one oval.
I will not be able to help with the annotation
One day
Two days
One week
Two weeks
81. If it were available, would you use automatic speech transcription in your submissions?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No

After the last question in this section, skip to question 83.

82. If any additional comments, questions or suggestions about this task occurred to you
while you were answering the detailed questions, it would be helpful if you could enter
them here.

Retrieving Diverse Social Images Task
This task addresses the problem of image search result diversification in the context of social media.
Participants are supplied with a ranked list of images - ~60k photos depicting ~200, multi-topic,
queries (with ca. 300 images per query) - retrieved from Flickr using text queries. These results are
typically noisy and often redundant. Participating systems are expected to refine these results by
providing a set of images (e.g., up to 50 images) that are at the same time relevant to the query and to
provide a diversified summary of it. The refinement and diversification process will be based on the
social metadata associated with the images, on the visual characteristics of the images, and on
information related to user tagging credibility (an estimation of the global quality of tag-image content
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HwRXJz_45tUhSTdTrQIsN0AIy-xsH-gvGZCKDxB0sAw/printform
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relationships for a user’s contributions).
Target communities involve both machine- and human-based media analysis such as image retrieval
(text, vision, multimedia communities), re-ranking, machine learning, relevance feedback, crowdsourcing and automatic geo-tagging. To encourage participation of groups from different communities,
e.g., text, vision, multimedia, resources such as general-purpose visual descriptors and text models
will be provided for the entire collection.
Evaluation of performance is going to be carried out by comparison against human-generated ground
truth (e.g., via precision, recall metrics for relevance and diversity).
Use case: This year we address the use case of a general ad-hoc image retrieval system, which
provides the user with diverse representations of the queries (see for instance Google Image Search).
The system should be able to tackle complex and general-purpose multi-concept queries.
Goal of the task: Given a ranked list of query-related photos retrieved from Flickr using text queries,
participating systems are expected to refine the results by providing a set of images that are at the
same time relevant to the query and to provide a diversified summary of it. Initial results are typically
noisy and often redundant. The refinement and diversification process will be based on the social
metadata associated with the images, on their visual characteristics, and on information related to user
tagging credibility.
The following general definitions of relevance and diversity will be adopted:
- relevance: a photo is considered to be relevant for the query if it is a common photo representation of
the query topics and subtopics. Bad quality photos (e.g., severely blurred, out of focus, etc.) as well as
personal photos with people as the main subject are not considered relevant in this scenario;
- diversity: a set of photos is considered to be diverse if it depicts different visual characteristics of the
query topics and subtopics with a certain degree of complementarity, i.e., most of the perceived visual
information is different from one photo to another.
Applications: The task will foster new approaches for better understanding and exploiting user social
information in improving both the results' relevance and diversification of the existing social image
retrieval systems (e.g., Flickr, Google Image Search, Panoramio, Webshots, Picasa).
83. What is your opinion on Retrieving Diverse Social Images Task?
Mark only one oval.
Very interested. I'd like to participate.
Sounds quite interesting. Don't know for sure if I'd participate.
If I had more information, I might consider it.
This task is not for me.
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84. If you chose "Very interested. I'd like to
participate" above…
…and you would like to be a core participant for
this task, please add your email address here so
that the task organizers can contact you. More
information about core participants is available
at:
http://www.multimediaeval.org/files/mediaeval20
16_survey_online.html Alternatively, you can
sign up directly
http://www.aanmelder.nl/mediaeval2016

85.

86. Would you like to answer more detailed survey questions on this task?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No

Skip to question 96.

Retrieving Diverse Social Images (Detailed questions)
This task requires participants to refine a ranked list of Flickr photos retrieved using general purpose
multi-topic queries using provided visual, textual and user credibility information. Results are evaluated
with respect to their relevance to the query and the diverse representation of it.

General multi-concept queries. This year in particular the task proposes the diversification of data
retrieved from Flickr with general-purpose, multi-concept queries (in previous editions, the task
focused on a particular use case, namely tourism photos).
87. How would you rate the usefulness and challenge of this data? (please specify):
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88. Do you consider the target of the task, i.e., developing a general-purpose system, too
daring and potentially impossible to solve with current technology? (please specify):

89. Would you recommend returning to a more focused use case, such as the use of locationrelated queries as in the previous editions? (please specify):

90. Approach. Which of the following reflect your needs, interests or preferences (check all
that apply)?
Check all that apply.
I am interested in working with machine analysis techniques (e.g., machine learning).
I am interested in working with human-based approaches (e.g., crowd-sourcing).
I am interested in working with hybrid machine-human approaches (e.g., relevance
feedback).
Other:
91. Modality. Which of the following reflect your needs, interests or preferences (check all that
apply)?
Check all that apply.
I am interested in working with text-based information.
I am interested in working with visual-based information.
I am interested in working with user tagging credibility information.
I am interested in exploiting external data sources (e.g., from the Internet).
I am interested in exploiting the fusion of multi-modal information.
Other:
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92. Did you participate in the 2013, 2014 or 2015 Retrieving Diverse Social Images Task (check
all that apply)?
Check all that apply.
Yes, in 2013.
Yes, in 2014.
Yes, in 2015.
No, I wanted to, but I did not manage to participate.
No, I did not know about it.
93. Would you be willing to donate time to help the organizers with this task, in particular with
data annotation? If so, please enter your name, email address, and a short comment, if
applicable, in the box below.

94. Please enter a few keywords describing your area or areas of expertise:

95. If any additional comments, questions or suggestions about this task occurred to you
while you were answering the detailed questions, it would be helpful if you could enter
them here. Your feedback is very valuable for us and helps us constantly improving the
task.

Context of Multimedia Experience Task
The Context of Experience Task tackles the challenge of predicting the multimedia content that users
find most fitting to watch in specific viewing situations. A majority of the existing work on video
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HwRXJz_45tUhSTdTrQIsN0AIy-xsH-gvGZCKDxB0sAw/printform
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recommendation focus on predicting personal preferences. As such, it overlooks cases in which
context might have a strong impact on preference relatively independently of the personal tastes of
specific viewers.
Particularly strong influence of context can be expected in unusual, potentially psychologically or
physically straining, situations. In this task, we focus on the case of viewers watching movies on an
airplane. Here, independently of personal preferences, viewers share the common goal, which we
consider to be a viewing intent, of passing time and keeping themselves occupied while being
confined in the small space of an airplane cabin.
The objective of the task is to predict which videos allow viewers to achieve the goal of passing time,
relax or get distracted, etc., given this context, which includes limitations of the technology being used
(e.g., screen size) and the environment itself (e.g., background noise, interruptions, presence of
strangers).
We have chosen the airplane scenario as the role of stress and viewers’ intent to distract themselves
is widely acknowledged. Although the scope of this task is limited to the airplane scenario, we note
that the challenge of Context of Experience is a much broader area of interest. Other examples of
stressful contexts where videos are becoming increasingly important include hospital waiting rooms,
and dentists' offices, where videos are shown.

For the task we provide to the participants a list of movies, including links to descriptions and video
trailers. The assignment of the task is to classify each movie into +goodon- airplane / -goodonairplane
classes. To this end, the ground truth of the task is derived from two sources: A list of movies actually
used by a major airline, as well as user judgments on movies that are collected via a crowdsourcing
tool. Task participants should form their own hypothesis about what is important for users viewing
movies on an airplane, and design an approach using appropriate features and a classifier, or decision
function. The figure above gives an impression of the very specific attributes regarding size and quality
of the video.
The value of the task lies in understanding the ability of content-based and metadata-based features
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HwRXJz_45tUhSTdTrQIsN0AIy-xsH-gvGZCKDxB0sAw/printform
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to discriminate the kind of movies that people would like to watch on small screens under stressful or
somehow not normal situations. The task is closely related to work in the area of Quality of Multimedia
Experience and producer/consumer intent.
Task participants will be provided with a collection of videos, i.e., trailers as a representative for the
movie because of copyright issues, and the context, e.g., video URL, metadata, user votes etc. Apart
from that we also provide different pre extracted features like visual and audio. The participants are
asked to develop methods that will predict to which intent class the video belongs, respectively, good
or bad to watch on an airplane. The task can be addressed by leveraging techniques from multiple
multimedia-related disciplines, including social computing, machine learning, multimedia content
analysis, multimodal fusion, and crowdsourcing.
96. What is your opinion on the Context of Multimedia Experience Task?
Mark only one oval.
Very interested. I'd like to participate.
Sounds quite interesting. Don't know for sure if I'd participate.
If I had more information, I might consider it.
This task is not for me.
97. If you chose "Very interested. I'd like to
participate" above…
…and you would like to be a core participant for
this task, please add your email address here so
that the task organizers can contact you. More
information about core participants is available
at:
http://www.multimediaeval.org/files/mediaeval20
16_survey_online.html Alternatively, you can
sign up directly
http://www.aanmelder.nl/mediaeval2016

98. Would you like to answer more detailed survey questions on this task?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No

Skip to question 106.

Context of Multimedia Experience (Detailed questions)
The goal of the task is to use content and metadata information of videos shown in the special
scenario of flights to predict the intent class +goodonairplane/-goodonairplane. The data contains
movie trailers, metadata from IMDb and user votes collected by crowdsourcing. The evaluation is
based on Precision, Recall and Weighted F1 score whereas the test set labels are created by experts.
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99. What do you think are the most interesting modalities in this task?
Check all that apply.
video
audio
metadata
user-related information
Other:
100. What are the more crucial aspects/features that you would use?
Check all that apply.
visual features
context features
metadata
Other:
101. Would it be interesting to extend the task with an additional subtask devoted to
recommendation?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
102. Would you be willing/interested in contributing to the ground truth generation?
Mark only one oval.
Yes, you can contact me for further discussion of this possibility.
No, sorry.
103. Would you like to be part of the organization team for the task?
Mark only one oval.
Yes, you can contact me for further discussion of this possibility.
No, thanks.
104. If you answered yes to either of the previous
two questions, please enter your email
address here.
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105. If any additional comments, questions or suggestions about this task occurred to you
while you were answering the detailed questions, it would be helpful if you could enter
them here. Your feedback is very valuable for us and helps us constantly improving the
task.

Anchoring Task
The Anchoring Task (ANK) builds on the foundation established by the MediaEval 2012-2014 Search
and Hyperlinking and the MediaEval 2015 Search and Anchoring tasks. It is not necessary, however,
to have participated in previous tasks in order to successfully participate in ANK.
ANK is embedded in a general and common use scenario: users read or watch content and follow
links starting from so-called anchors. Each anchor is associated with link targets that contain additional
information. For ANK, we consider video from an archive of professional TV broadcasts or semiprofessional user generated content. The anchors inside the videos are media fragments defined by
their start and end time.
The ANK task explores methods to automatically identify anchors in a given set of videos because
manual anchor creation is time consuming. What causes a media fragment to be an anchor depends
on the video, e.g., in a news programme it could be the mention of a person, while in a documentary it
could be the view of particular buildings. To facilitate evaluation, participants have to identify anchors
for the most important items for each of the following anchor types: persons, objects, locations, or
topics. For examples, for topic anchors participants have to identify the most important topics inside a
video and then identify the media fragments in the video where users might require additional
information for this topic.
106. What is your opinion on the Anchoring Task?
Mark only one oval.
Very interested. I'd like to participate.
Sounds quite interesting. Don't know for sure if I'd participate.
If I had more information, I might consider it.
This task is not for me.
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107. If you chose "Very interested. I'd like to
participate" above…
…and you would like to be a core participant for
this task, please add your email address here so
that the task organizers can contact you. More
information about core participants is available
at:
http://www.multimediaeval.org/files/mediaeval20
16_survey_online.html Alternatively, you can
sign up directly
http://www.aanmelder.nl/mediaeval2016

108. Would you like to answer more detailed survey questions on this task?
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No

Skip to question 113.

Anchoring Task (Detailed questions)
The Automatic anchor selection task involves automatically identifying a set of anchors that could be
used for further navigation within the collection (i.e., the anchors could be used as the basis for
automatic hyperlink construction).
109. What type of data are you interested in working with and why? Is your preference because
the data match with a specific use scenario? With your current research objectives? Or is
it because the data is a certain type of data or associated with a certain type of metadata?
(Please provide an explanation, e.g., I’d prefer user-generated content, such as BlipTV, as
this better matches my research interests. Also indicate if you would be interested in
sharing data you are currently using.)

110. Features: What other features of video hyperlinking would you like to see incorporated
within the task framework? (Please choose all that apply.)
Check all that apply.
Semantic analysis of the correlation between the hyperlinked video segments.
Visualisation of hyperlink targets.
Clustering/categorisation of hyperlink targets.
Linking based on specific features such as specific visual cues, emotion features.
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111. Are you willing to contribute analysis results that would contribute to the task (e.g., ASR
transcripts, visual analysis, emotion features, entity extraction from textual metadata,
speaker/face recognition)? Please specify in the box below (if yes, please add your email
so that we can contact you).

112. If any additional comments, questions or suggestions about this task occurred to you
while you were answering the detailed questions, it would be helpful if you could enter
them here. Your feedback is very valuable for us and helps us constantly improving the
task.

MediaEval 2016 Task Forces
This year, MediaEval is working to facilitate a set of Task Forces. MediaEval Task Forces are groups of
people who will work together towards developing a new MediaEval task to propose in 2017. Task
Forces undertake a pilot and/or contribute a paper to the workshop proceedings. If you are interested
in initiating a task force for 2016 (that is not listed here) please contact Martha Larson
m.a.larson@tudelft.nl.
113. Task Force: Scene change: Using user
photos to detect changes in 3D scenes over
time
This task force was initiated by a Dutch company
interested in detecting changes between sets of
pictures of a scene shot within the same time
range on different days. The training data for this
task would consist of user-contributed photos
(smartphones and low end devices), their 3D
positions and viewing angles and a point cloud
per set. The challenges are identifying and
exploiting the multimedia aspects of the task,
developing the evaluation metrics, and allowing
the task to scale. If you think you may be
interested in working in this task force, please
enter your email address below.
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114. Task Force: Sky and the Social Eye:
Enriching Remote-Sensed Events
This task is dedicated to linking social
multimedia to events that can be detected in
satellite images, such as floods, fires, land
clearing, etc. Consider, for instance, linking an
event such as a bushfire or a flood, to media
reports, Instagram, Flickr, Twitter, web pages,
Wikipedia, etc. Effectively, the task is to take a
long history of Landsat images, identify change
events, and link them to other sources of
information at large. This task force was initiated
by a research group in Australia. The task force
may make use of the YFCC100m dataset and
resources made available by the Multimedia
Commons Initiative. If you think you may be
interested in working in this task force, please
enter your email address below.

115. Task Force: Detecting Bias in Large
Multimedia Datasets
This task force aims to develop a task that would
allow us to understand possible sources of bias
in the multimedia datasets that we use to
develop algorithms. We understand “bias” to be
ways in which a dataset differs from its assumed
or desirable underlying distribution. Learning
how to identify this bias will ultimately contribute
to preventing algorithms taking on unintended
tendencies (i.e., privileging certain ethnic or
socioeconomic groups). The initial idea for the
task is that two teams would play against each
other. The first creates a dataset sampled with a
known bias, and the second analyzes the
dataset to attempt to reconstruct the bias
(without referring to the original dataset). The
task force will focus on the YFCC100m dataset
and resources made available by the Multimedia
Commons Initiative. If you think you may be
interested in working in this task force, please
enter your email address below.
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116. If you have additional comments about any of the Task Forces above please enter them
here.

General MediaEval Questions
Your answers to questions on the MediaEval 2016 workshop and other general MediaEval questions
will help us to make good choices for organization in 2016 and moving forward.
117. What is your estimate of the probability that you would attend the MediaEval 2016
workshop? The workshop will be held 20-21 October 2016, right after ACM Multimedia 2016
in Amsterdam.
Mark only one oval.
More than 90%
More than 75%
More than 50%
Less than 50%
Impossible to estimate at this moment
118. The probability that I will take part in MediaEval 2016 (i.e., carry out a task, write a working
notes paper, attend the workshop) is high enough that I would like to take the time to
answer a set of detailed questions concerning organisational aspects.
Mark only one oval.
Yes, please take me to the more detailed questions on MediaEval.
No, thank you. I'd like to skip additional detailed questions concerning MediaEval.
Stop filling out this form.

General MediaEval Questions
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119. Please indicate how important each of the following points concerning MediaEval tasks is
to you:
Mark only one oval per row.
Very
Important

Important

Not really
important

Don't
Care

MediaEval tasks are based on
real-world use cases.
MediaEval tasks emphasize
social media.
MediaEval tasks focus on
multimedia access and retrieval
(as opposed to, e.g., multimedia
sensor information processing)
MediaEval tasks emphasize
human aspects of multimedia
(i.e., aspects related to human
perception, interpretation or
affective reaction).
MediaEval tasks encourage
multimodal approaches.
The tasks offered by MediaEval
match the topics on which I
am currently working.
120. Please indicate how important each of the following additional points about MediaEval is
to you:
Mark only one oval per row.
Very
Important

Important

Not really
Important

Don't
Care

The MediaEval workshop takes
place in Europe.
My group receives a prize or
certificate (e.g., 1st, 2nd, 3rd
place) that reflects our
quantitative performance relative
to other participants.
My group is involved in the
organization of MediaEval tasks.
The working notes for the
MediaEval workshop are
published online (i.e., MediaEval
2015 published at http://ceurws.org/Vol-1436/)
The working notes for the
MediaEval workshop are short
papers intended to be extended
later for submission elsewhere.
MediaEval focuses on
collaboration more than
competition.
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121. The box below is for any other comments that you might have about the workshop last
year, or suggestions you might have for MediaEval 2016.
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